
 

The snow leopard woman staggered through the woods, lost and unnerved, her clothing 

was ripped in places from the thorny underbrush, one of her boots was lost in a mire, and her 

supplies long forgotten, but she wasn’t stopping for anything. She looked around frantically 

when she heard a soft rush in the bushes, diving off to the side as a large gob of sticky liquid flew 

toward her, big enough that it could have coated her whole body as it splattered and half-spread 

around a tree. 

 

The liquid’s long bodied source slithered on, moving to try and cut off, but she turned 

suddenly. With adrenaline overriding her fatigue, the snow leopard skipped over the scaly mass 

as the snake reared in front of her. A second monstrous creature fell out of the canopy, hissing as 

arms reached for the woman. She ducked under and crashed through more of the brush before 

the eight-limbed creature could react. She had to get out of here! 

 

 

 

The snake let out a low hiss as he gave up the chase, bringing his coils underneath him to 

rest upon, the snow leopard escaping the forest he called his domain. He was a large snake, 

matching anacondas in his size. Even a casual glance showed he was something unusual, 

though. With a pointed four-eyed head, his proportions tapered between the head and belly, and 

a few spinnerets were visible to a closer study, some under his body, with a prominent pair at his 

tail tip. Green scales flecked with white and brown undulated softly as strange claw feet folded 

up from his body, giving an almost external rib-cage like appearance. He yawned lazily, having 

got comfortable. 

 

“Narelis!” A sharp, angry voice yelled from on high, calling the snake by name, as the 

ghastly apparition descended. Her feet landed first, tipped with cloven hooves that were curved 

in a sharp claw-like way, and then joined by spiny bug-like legs to brace them. The owner was a 

spider-deer hybrid. White fur, dappled with grey and black spots covered the majority of her 

anthropomorphic deer-like body,  four long arachnid legs sprouted from her back, the two not 

on the ground raised in a threatening pose.  Her face bore eight eyes, long fangs and creepy 

mandibles protruding from her mouth. Her tail was a cross between a wedge like deer-tail and a 

spider’s abdomen, thick, meaty and longer than it should be, while all but the ovipositor was 

covered in that soft deer fur.  

 

The snake sighed longsufferingly as she stalked closer, looking across at the other 

predator in an impassive unblinking stare. Her tirade continued when she’d landed. “That cat 

was headed straight for one of my webs! Not only was it my prey, but I would have had it if you 

didn’t spook her into a different track!”  

 

“Oh? It looked to me like I was the one stalking her and nearly catching her. Besides, you 

would just waste all that good eating by adding her to your… ugh, collection.” The last word 

tipped with derision.  

 



 

“I had been stalking it since daybreak and there was no way some legless oaf like you 

would catch it!” She said, hissing again. As she took another step. 

 

“Legless oaf?!” Narelis responded, enraged “It was your webs that slowed me, Kumoka! 

You leave those damned things everywhere! Not only would my dive have been faster but I could 

have coiled her in my body in a flash if I didn’t have to drag through that sticky annoyance!” As 

if demonstrating he wound his body around the biggest tree in the area in a flash. Flexing the 

coil around the trunk, it shattered in a spray of splinters from the force, Narelis both venting his 

rage and trying to intimidate.  

 

Kumoka rolled her eyes at the display, and despite the suddenly missing trunk, the tree 

hung only slightly lower, supported by the raw strength of the silk she’d woven in its boughs 

earlier. She was starting to calm down and breathe, folding her extra limbs into their more 

discreet locations, one pair running down the back of her meatier legs. The other two clasping 

along the arm, behind elbow and wrist. The mandibles hiding, and her eight eyes morphing to 

form two small eyes that could be mistaken for spots tucked below the large brown eyes that 

helped disguise her. 

 

Narelis unwound and curled on the floor, away from the tree. Kumoka was the next one 

to speak when they’d both cooled off. “This forest is no longer big enough for the pair of us, that 

much is clear. Any fight we have would end up with both of us dead. I couldn’t contain you in my 

webs, nor can my fangs pierce your skin...” 

 

“And I cannot digest you without dying to your venom, even if you didn’t tear the webs 

apart first. Plus, killing for sport is so passé... You seem to have something on your mind, 

woman, speak it out and be done with it.” He said, irritably.  

 

 “A contest. The entire forest will be the stage, and the prize. Whoever catches the most 

impressive haul wins, and claims sole ownership of these woods. Whoever loses must either 

subsist on the leavings offered by the other, or find somewhere else to hunt.”  

 

The snake considered for a moment. “Agreed, let us meet again on the night of the full 

moon and compare our prey. In addition, if I win, I want to claim all your little displays for 

myself.”  

 

She gave a smirk. “Deal, but then you must avoid digesting any that I would love to keep. 

I do hope you stay when you lose, I’d love to keep a pet snake who only ate boring things when I 

was done with them.”  

 

He hissed in response, slithering away through the woods, Kumoka simply brought 

herself up into the canopy. Both predators scheming how to win. 

 

 



 

 

Two of the hapless creatures to enter the woods while this contest raged were the 

pachirisu Radasus and the dragon Gravitas. Radasus was a short male, anthropomorphised but 

still possessing the notable features of a pachirisu, white fur with light blue markings, squirrel 

like proportions, especially prominent in his large, thick tail. Gravitas meanwhile looked like 

something out of a dream, the dragon seemed mostly constructed of rubber or a material close 

to it, a light white with stripes and patterns ranging from deep blue to lilac, and a star-like mist 

around his four wings and along his spine.  

 

Gravitas himself walked on all fours, about six feet high from toe to skull, but far longer 

from nose to tail, Radasus was perched on his back, barely tall enough to see over the top of the 

dragon’s head even from that vantage point. They had come here to charter a route through the 

forest, trying to map it out while navigating a path to the other side. They’d made good progress, 

dodging the hazards of the forest and the few ranging and hungry creatures, most of which were 

scared off at the very sight of the dragon. They’d made good progress in all, stopping to chart out 

the perilous terrain of the place once they passed it. Making note of other curiosities as well, 

such as the flowering plants that had made Gravitas dizzy for an hour after breathing their scent.  

 

The pair was well suited to each other, the dragon’s natural curiosity landed him getting 

too trusting and friendly of the flora, but his strong build and size allowed them to forge a 

notably sized track, preventing them getting too lost. Plus thanks to the dragon’s supernatural 

ability to manipulate how tightly gravity held him, it was simple for them them to navigate the 

almost tar like mires that would have otherwise dragged even the large dragon in and left no 

mark. While the pachirisu was quicker, agile and more suspicious, saving Gravitas from nearly 

sticking his nose into a plant that looked carnivorous, or even just guiding him from walking in 

circles. 

 

They felt lost and overwhelmed by the woods, and the idea they were the first to map the 

place properly filled them with more energy. “Hey, Grav, hold up.” Radasus said, having spotted 

something curious. Hopping off the dragon’s back, he walked to a branch that was sticking out, 

it had some sort of caterpillar on it, no, not a caterpillar, a tiny snake. Beady little eyes peered up 

at the Pachirisu, and its tongue poked out to taste the air. It couldn’t have been bigger than his 

finger! 

 

“You gotta look at this thing, it’s so cute!” He said, reaching out to poke it. The dragon 

turned, casting a long shadow over the snake which zipped away into the denser leaves, scared 

off. 

 

 “Aww, I frightened it. Sorry Rada.” he said meekly craning his neck to try and peek, but 

the serpent was gone. They pressed on deeper until Radasus let out a little screech of shock at a 

giant leering figure. But rather than anything malicious, or even alive, it was a twisted clump of 

four malformed trees. Gravitas chuckled. “You know, that would make a good landmark, let’s 

stop and you can sketch it down.”  



 

 

“Alright, don’t stay too far, though.” The pachirisu replied, pulling the paper and pencil 

out of his backpack, and swiftly getting to work.  

 

Gravitas watched for a little and then started nosing at the leaves, seeing a glimmering 

thread between two trees. His curiosity piqued, he put his foreleg down on it, the line stretching 

but not snapping, indeed it stuck on to his claws. He pawed at the ground, trying to get the 

stubborn strand off, and in doing so pushed the limb into more of the strands that had been 

invisible. They were shockingly strong, the dragon trying to stretch his arm back, but each 

strand held on tight. When he had to rest his arm from the tension it pinged into another mass, 

becoming further snared!  

 

 

 

In the depths of the wood a long soft ear flicked as a rigid limb felt tiny vibrations from 

far away, Kumoka narrowed down the region of forest that web was in, and set off like a shot, 

this prey felt impressive. 

 

 

 

The dragon started to panic and instinct took over, his rear legs leaping as he tried to 

take flight. It worked, the full weight of him breaking his arm loose, and while the threads didn’t 

all snap they at least become unstuck from him. But then he felt that strange cloying sensation 

across his chest and one of his wings snagged back, caught up in something, he’d flown into an 

even denser patch! Still in panic, he flailed for a bit, eyes widening as the light caught the 

manifold strings that were otherwise invisible.  

 

He was dimly aware that Radasus was shouting at him until he focused, despite heaving 

chest and pounding heart. “Stop moving! Calm down!” the small fellow was saying, very 

cautiously climbing the trees and looking for any of the snaring strands. “You’re caught in some 

kind of web, and thrashing about’s only making it worse! Look at you!” 

 

Gravitas was suspended in mid air by the strong fibres, and none of his motions did 

much on their own. “C-can you get it off?” The dragon asked with a tinge of concern in his voice. 

Radasus was trying, delicately fussing over one with a pocket knife but it stretched and ignored 

the sharp metal. He had to find one that was taut, climbing up to the longest strand he could 

make out he leant closer and started to pick at it. This one found the limit of its elasticity within 

his reach so he pushed the blade closer, ears pricking when he heard a whooshing sound 

through the leaves above them.  

 

Gravitas felt a weight land on his back and tried to crane round. “Whoa, that’s dangerous 

Rada what are you do-...” He trailed off, eyes widening as he saw the creature. Kumoka had 



 

arrived, and already her hands had bunched some of the threads together, drawing them up 

while the extra arachnid limbs span the webs around her prey.  

 

Radasus squeaked at the sight but kept silent, hoping he wasn’t noticed. The 

spider-deer’s hands twisted through them like they were common thread, weaving a few strands 

into a very visible braid that tugged many filaments on the dragon. “No! G-get off me!” Gravitas 

yelled, realising this creature wasn’t helping him, but quite the opposite.”  

 

“Oh, good, you’re intelligent, that’s another point for sure.” Kumoka whispered 

enigmatically. Hauling on that braid, the trees whistled around as them suddenly webs in the 

trees contracted in an invisible slap, knocking Radasus from his perch as Kumoka drew on the 

threads she’d left scattered here. Thousands of them came together in an irregular net from 

every angle, bundling around the dragon and starting to layer enough that, even in shadow, they 

were quite visible. He gasped, they were all light and stretchy, but the sheer number of them 

meant his arms were soon stuck to his chests and wings to his sides, only his legs kicking as 

they’d been shielded by his bulk. 

 

Radasus meanwhile had got back to his feet from where he’d landed on soft grass, but his 

fur stuck to something. He’d landed in more of the web and as he moved he saw the deer 

creature stiffen and slip down from the dragon, having not noticed him until then. “Two 

creatures for one trap, how wonderful.”  

 

“Trap? Please! Let us out!” Radasus said. Even as he raised the knife between them 

worriedly. Kumoka shook her head almost pityingly, her lower arachnid legs dipping to her tail 

as she spun up a fresh gout of web, staying well out of his reach simply by being twice his size. 

She looped the sticky fibres around him and tugged, trapping his arms and sides.  

 

They both cried for mercy from the predator yet she ignored them, as if their words and 

opinions were animal cries or another language. Pulling herself back up to the dragon, she 

rubbed his body with one of her anthro hands in assessment before shaking her head and 

muttering to herself. “Well this won’t do, no scales to mesh onto, no fur either… goodness, if I 

hadn’t come here sooner you could have broken loose.”  

 

Deciding it best to start with the mouth she climbed over to Gravitas’ head, spinnerets 

wadding fresh webbing. Kumoka was able to change the composition of her web for different 

needs, the thicker substance was more like a liquid at first, and she wadded up a large ball, 

waiting for Gravitas to bark another shout for help before she stuffed it into his jaws. So sticky 

that it fair glued his teeth together on its own. Returning to her standard thread, she wove it in a 

perfect sleeve over the dragon’s snout, leaving only his nostrils free.  

 

The dragon’s voice sounded a hundred miles away, even to his own ears as he tried to 

bellow into the mass, tight yet soft strands squashing his jaws shut while the heavy wad in his 

mouth was compressed so much he couldn’t even shift his tongue, other than to push uselessly 



 

at it. He had to strain his neck to watch the spi-doe when she moved away, clenching his toes as 

he kicked even harder when he saw her target. As with his cries before she seemed unfazed by 

the kicking, the strands of web were spooled out and soon wrapped around his feet, tying them 

to his body and tail, then dipping forward to enmesh his fronts legs to his chest, tightening the 

threads with her fingers until his claws were stuck fast.  

 

“All right, let’s get this thing ready for transport.” She trilled to herself once Gravitas was 

so restricted his strongest attempts made only pathetic squirms. His neck was the most mobile 

part of him, watching helplessly whenever he could while snuffling outrage through his nose. 

She started at his tail, braiding all the filaments in the air as she did when she first landed, and 

covering them with a fresh coating. Retaining the strength of those invisible ones with the 

spreading coverage of the new layer, pulling a wide swath of thick web along it and around his 

hind quarters, slowly wrapping him up in it, legs apart but soon stuck in a ball. Her tail never 

ceased in the production of all that webbing while she worked. Proceeding on, she stuck his 

wings down next, and then his arms, until, from the neck down, just the occasional tip of toe or 

wing was visible amid the thick grey enclosure around him.  

 

Kumoka kicked her hoof into the air around the dragon, scything the remaining threads 

with her claw, and he came crashing to the floor, struggling in the makeshift cocoon with all his 

strength but the web was deceptively overpowering, the dragon barely able to wiggle. 

 

Radasus could do nothing as his companion’s eyes turned up in shock and desperation, 

his own arms were still caught tightly to his torso where the web lasso had bitten down, the 

spider deer approached him and grabbed one foot, lifting him up into the air. She spat another 

little gob of web onto her arachnoid legs and roped it around his foot and a tree branch, leaving 

him dangling. “That’ll hold this runt until I’m back... “ she mumbled, pre-occupied again. “Home 

we go, dragon.” She said, walking to his legs as she attached an anchoring length of web to six of 

her limbs and his flanks, only her hoofed feet untethered to allow her to walk on. She still had to 

strain to carry his weight relative to hers, but slowly they drifted away from the pachirisu. 

Gravitas dragged squirming and mumbling to an unknown fate and Radasus could only shout at 

her to bring him back and release him. His calls falling on uncaring ears.  

 

Left alone there, hanging in the tree, the pachirisu squirmed around. He managed with 

some kicking to bounce himself high enough that he could grip another branch with his foot, 

able on the third attempt to right himself. He belatedly realised as he swung up to the branch 

that all the thin strands that had held him in the first place had dissolved away into nothing. The 

lasso on his chest was still quite tight, and the spool around his ankle bound him to the branch, 

but he had to get out of this and then go save Gravitas. 

 

Perhaps it was the necessity of his conviction, but suddenly inspiration struck him. The 

tree that the spider-deer had shackled him to was dead or dying, and he smirked with some 

hopeful joy. Managing to ease his back against the tree over to the anchoring branch, he began 

to bounce up and down. It creaked loudly, filling him with confidence.  



 

 

He bounced as high as he could, once, twice, and then on a third time the branch 

snapped with a loud crack, dropping him to the floor with it. It wasn’t the best position for him, 

a large stick of kindling adding weight, but it meant he could at least move around, the 

inspiration persisted as he shuffled back to the interrupted map drawing. He could still see the 

path he and Gravitas had made and retracing his steps he found some of the smaller 

insect-eating plants they’d discovered on the way. 

 

 It took him a few tries to snap a stem, and a bit of cajoling the webbed up hand holding 

the knife to get the blade into position before he punctured the pitcher-like shape, an unpleasant 

smell hit him of rot and decay, but he quickly rubbed his ankle in the mass to test his theory. The 

acidic liquid that had been dissolving some unfortunate insect tingled where it touched him, but 

it was having a profound effect on the webbing, as he had hoped. The fluids inside were 

harmless to his fur, but something in them reacted with the web, weakening it enough, if not 

strictly breaking it down, that by planting his other foot on the branch he was able to tug loose.  

 

He repeated the trick on the most swollen pitcher-plant he could see and managed to get 

some fluid on his knife-hand and it’s shoulder. When he had that arm free, it was simple enough 

to apply more of the fluid and get the webs off entirely. Shivering in disgust as he thought about 

the fate he’d just avoided. Making his way into the bushes just off the path, he set out to track 

the spider down and rescue his friend. 

 

A small serpentine head, from that tiny python he’d scared off before watched him run 

past with interest, it started to emit a tracing chemical and slithered in his wake. 

 

 

.  

Diesel swore as he pulled the hem of the skirts free of a high branch from a thorny bush 

he’d brushed past. Orange and white of fur with dark brown hair and lighter brown eyes, he was 

a rather slim and graceful looking cross between a fox and a border collie.  

 

He’d been sent to the forest by the wizard he served as an apprentice to gather some 

reagents. It was this wizard who insisted he dress as he did, which is why he came to the forest 

dressed fashionably instead of practically. His torso was covered by a light blue, long-sleeved 

t-shirt with thumb holes at the end of the sleeves, and given only a short, belly-exposing white 

top over that for protection. The short skirt at his hips threw its pastel peach colour over his 

thighs, which were covered in tight light-grey leggings, and finally came the most useful part of 

his attire, the long white knee boots with blessedly thick soles. They were still designed to look 

fashionable, but at least that fashion was mostly about straps that went over the laces, instead of 

loose fabric. 

 

The wizard had promised him to finally teach the basics of spell crafting too when he 

returned from this venture, but then the old lech had made that promise before and found some 



 

other errand to send his apprentice on. He had been through this wood before, and so, knowing 

vaguely where he was going it didn’t take long for him to be half done.  

 

He could have sworn the place changed every time he came though, far faster than it 

ought to, but he was careful in marking his trail, pressing deeper into the woods. A dark shaded 

copse was his target, the conditions perfect for the mushroom sample his master needed. 

Entering under some low-hanging branches, his eyes lit up on seeing the prize, large samples, 

too. Getting on his hands and knees, mindless of the dirt that stained the white fabric, he started 

to harvest some.  

 

When he had plucked the second one, his hair stood on end, warning him as he heard a 

nearby rustle in the bushes. He ducked in time to avoid a sharp tipped vine being lashed over his 

head, quickly scurrying backwards to more open ground. His warding charms kept him safe 

from the dangerous plant-life so long as he kept away from their habitats, and now he looked he 

saw the tell-tale blossoms that gave travelers warning. He’d been too focused on grabbing the 

mushrooms so he could get out. Fortunately his bag was still with him, but with that dangerous 

plant taking residence there, he’d have to find another source.  

 

Diesel traipsed through the forest with little further adventure for a time, though some of 

the clothing got ripped or dusted up, even a couple of stains from some plants. He persevered by 

giving the unnecessary flora and fauna a wide berth if he saw it. Soon he’d gathered all he 

needed, expect a few more of those damn mushrooms but he knew where to go, having scouted 

some under a rocky ledge. It was easy to get back to it, but a hassle to climb around to the fungal 

bounty, having to crane over the ledge from above. He set his hands onto the largest mushroom 

and pulled it loose with a big yank.  

 

Perhaps impatience and wanting to be done made him pull too hard, or the soil was just 

so loose with his extra weight, but the removal of the mushroom and his weight displacement 

tipped the rock he was on. It fell down, throwing him to the side with a winding, bruising force, 

before he was tumbling again, far further than he felt he should have been. Coughing at the 

disturbed dust and soil, he got to his feet, his stomach twisting when he saw where he was. The 

poor half-fox’s luck had turned, rather than landing on the soft grassy ground, he had fallen into 

a sinkhole. He’d not even seen it during his exploration, with how thick the moss had grown over 

the top of it, but having crashed through the hole was obvious.  

 

The walls were bare of anything solid, and the fox was unsure how he’d get out from 

here… but he had to try. At the very least the wizard would probably find him if he didn’t come 

home, but then the codger would use it as an excuse to not teach him again. 

 

In his tumble, he’d also neglected to notice the discreet line of stretching web that he’d 

hit on the way down… 

 

 



 

 

It had been a long journey back from Gravitas’ perspective. Long enough that the loose 

threads which had originally snared him had started coming apart, but the stronger, thorough 

cocoon was still holding, even after being dragged by his tail end along rough forest terrain. 

Either due to time, his constant struggling, or a mix of both his mouth bindings had started 

coming loose too, and he kept trying to push the big wad out of his lips through the opening as 

the muzzle wrap stretched further. Eventually he got it to the edge and with one jarring bump as 

he was dragged up a shallow slope he spat it loose, immediately shouting for help.  

 

Kumoka hadn’t liked that. The spider-deer had dropped him and walked round to his 

head and Gravitas begged her to let him go. “Stupid creature. You’d think anyone would learn to 

be quiet if they were gagged, but I guess not.” She pulled more threads out from her spinnerets 

as she talked, making them thick like paste. He realised he’d made a mistake. Who would hear 

him, this far out, after all. But it was too late for repentance, Kumoka dragged the web-paste out 

and coated the dragon’s head with it. He tried to squirm again, his air passage blocked under the 

wraps until she designed to swipe a small bit of breathing room from his nostrils, but the 

webbing was thoroughly smeared all over his head, blocking his eyes, weighing down on his face, 

and even muffling his ear-holes a little. She gathered another bundle of silk and added a second 

layer which he felt the tightness of through the less solid web. Round and round, she built upon 

it until it was a curved mask, obscuring the shape of the dragon’s head, but she wasn’t done until 

she’d fixed more web around his buried face and tied that to his hands. Forcing him to bend his 

neck down until that small freedom was stolen too.  

 

She went back to his rear and hoisted him once more, pulling him toward her home in 

his shamingly more restrictive position. It was a bumpier experience, as she had to roll him onto 

his back, given the extra resistance his head provided. Soon though, Kumoka had reached the 

perimeter of her home the ground here evened out, and there were not even any lumps or clutter 

to hit . Gravitas mewled pathetically when she let him go again. Feeling himself pulled upwards 

after a brief delay as she stuck some lines against him to pull him straight upward to her cave.  

 

He could hear her breathing heavily, obviously exhausted, herself, but between her 

louder and closer puffs, he thought he could hear rustling noises and even other muffled 

whimpers. Kumoka pulled the dragon across the stone floor to one of the natural chambers 

toward the back. This would make a perfect spot for him… but first. She knelt down, scratching 

some of the web off the rubber dragon’s neck and then bit down, pushing her fangs into his hide. 

Gravitas felt the sharp pricking but rather than poisoning him or trying to drink, she seemed to 

be draining him, as strange as it seemed, of his energy. He became even more fatigued but 

Kumoka perked up, feeling life return to her. Gravitas felt light-headed and dazed at the sudden 

enervation. 

 

“My, my, an incredible prize.” She said to herself, wiping her fangs and pushing some 

web to cover the punctures. “You’ll make a fine decoration, but also a brilliant source of energy. 

Oh yes, dragon, I already think I’ll never be letting you go.” 



 

 

He felt too tired even to moan out as the news hit him, even though this confirmed there 

was no danger of being eaten somehow, it was even more worrying that she intended to keep 

him! One of her long legs dipped through the webbing, touching right in on his body as she 

sliced into the cocoon downwards, spilling cold air into the gap. She tore the web off his legs, 

though Grativas was still dazed and so scared he didn’t kick back, only his claws twitching and 

lightly at that. “All tired out already, good to know your limit.” She teased.  

 

Feeling more confident she removed all the webbing around him. “Hmm, hmm, hmm, 

good, good.” She tittered to herself, then clapping her hands together with a grin. “That’s what 

we’ll start with.” Her clawed tips shredding the web like dried tissue, cleaning up nearly every 

speck of grey from the dragon, though she left the swaddling mess over his head, not wanting to 

hear him try to moan, whilst also leaving him in the dark. Laying sprawled on his back as he 

tried to recover from the induced lethargy, he couldn’t even try to stand, making it only onto his 

size.  

 

Kumoka flexed herself before she started his rewrapping, kneading her tail as she 

concentrated the web, she still sensed some insubordination from the dragon and so she wasn’t 

going to let him so much as twitch. The first thing she started with was his larger forewings, 

being gentle to the wing-membrane, as she’d not want to damage her own prize, she stretched 

each wing wide, filling up space before the arms and spines were coated in this webbing and 

stuck against the roof of the cave, then doing the same for the rear wings, though much lower 

down. He was half suspended by the wings, just from the short tether she afforded him as she 

lined him up with a large pedestal in the room’s centre.  

 

He felt her push up his flanks, stretching his legs and then smearing more web around 

his claws, binding his feet to the floor before smoothing the web up. It was less like a cocooning 

and more like she was painting the webs onto him. His tail, she dragged to the base of the 

pedestal, sticking it down too and then covering it. Going back to his side, her legs bore the 

weight of his back-half to stop him drooping. He soon found why, as when the webs set, they 

were rigid. Indeed his wings may well have been trapped in stone, and the realisation made him 

try to squirm as the webs slowly hardened along his shins and then his thighs, giving up only 

when his lower back was fixed perfectly still.  

 

He lifted his front leg, trying to push the spider-deer away, but Kumoka just stood her 

ground, defying it. She sneered. “Well for that you’ve lost privileges for your neck, too. Or you 

will when I get that far. I swear, I thought you’d learn after last time.”  Thinner sticky strands 

were stuck to the roof as she bound his hands in the softer web, high enough that it pulled him 

into the air, she was posing him! Making him rear up and spread out in a magnificent display, 

more of the solidifying web quickly forced over his arms and chest. He couldn’t help himself and 

tried to pull away more, though with his legs solid behind him that did nothing but upset the 

predator and make his rubber hide squeak in resistance.  

 



 

When the chest layer had grown as brittle and solid as the rest of the webs on him he felt 

her smear it along his neck and whimpered, pleading again. She held his neck in her hands, 

positioning him to complete the threatening pose until it hardened like an artistic posture collar, 

finally the thick soft layers came off his head, but from the glint in her eye, it wasn’t going to stay 

that way. 

 

Immediately coating his head and horns in the stuff he opened his mouth, making 

exhausted ramblings and felt all four arachnid legs push at the corners, keeping his jaw spread 

as she stuffed the web over his tongue and onto the roof of his mouth, he’d been trying to ask for 

mercy, and ended up giving her the window to pose his lips in a roar. The only mercy he was 

afforded was a swipe that kept the webbing off his eyes.  

 

When she saw the last of the web go dark and lose its lustrous shine she knew the 

statue-like formation was done, brushing her hands over a few small scraps of rubber-scales to 

make it complete. Gravitas couldn’t move so much as a claw or twitch his nose, and the only 

thing undermining his terrifying roaring appearance was the concerned knit of his brows. From 

where he was stuck he could see very little. A few pieces of wooden furniture sat at the corner of 

his vision. Decorated enough to show she was a lover of domestic comforts, and so much 

webbing it was hard to imagine how long it took to produce it all, and yet every scrap looked 

strong and sturdy. His heart dropped as he realised, her webs would last. 

 

Kumoka patted his cheek once. “So much better already, now to top up my energy. That 

much web is costly, you know.” With her trophy displayed, she bent forward once again and 

pierced his neck with her fangs. Draining more than she needed herself in order to totally 

subdue him and ensure she would leave him meek and helpless, not even able to squirm in his 

encasing prison. She purred, tucking her arms back into their place as she disguised herself as 

best as she could in that deceptive form. It was at this time that Diesel ran into his misfortune in 

the woods, and Kumoka felt a distant tug. “Oh my, I should go and get your friend soon, but it 

feels like something else has cropped up, besides, that shrimpy thing won’t have gotten far.” 

With a glance over the dragon, confident he’d be exactly where she left him, she exited her cave 

and swung into the wilderness toward this recent disturbance. 

 

 

 

 

Radasus ducked behind a rock as he saw something emerge from the cave. It looked a lot 

like the monster that had ambushed him earlier, though less of a creature and more like most 

furs he’d seen. He hoped it was her though, as that would mean she’d left her cave and his friend 

unguarded. It looked like she’d not even stopped to lay any webbing or the like and had brazenly 

run out, so Radasus only had to climb up.  

 

Still, he checked the flask he’d filled with that plant acid, he’d need it to get Gravitas 

freed, and who knows if there were others to rescue too. He let out a screech when he looked up 



 

to see eyes on him, thinking that she’d somehow found him, but it was only that tiny python 

again. He huffed and flapped his hand angrily to shoo it away. Completely unfazed, it licked his 

finger and then watched, head canted to one side. “Go away will you?!” He whispered angrily. 

“You’re cute and all but I’m kinda busy! And don’t scare me like that! There could be anything in 

these woods.”  

 

With his fright vented through anger and frustration he took some deep breaths and 

tried to find the courage that he’d lost again. Turning back to look over the cave. 

 

Narelis had followed the chemical trail the lesser worm had created, and slipped silently 

toward the squirrel-tailed creature as Radasus turned away to look. The snake brought his 

spinneret tipped tail over and with a soft, squashing sound, prepared his snaring web. The snow 

leopard had dodged it before, but she’d been wary, this one was perched perfectly and keeping 

still. With a snap of his tail he shot the web-glob forward. It slapped wetly into the pachirisu’s 

back and wrapped slightly around his sides. The net was tethered to the snake’s tail by a long 

line, and Narelis rolled to his side. His claws came out, tugging rapidly on the line to reel it in, all 

before Radasus had even the time to understand what had happened. 

 

The flask fell from his hands in shock, he clawed at the ground straining instinctively 

away from whatever was pulling him, he didn’t look back until his grip was lost and only then 

saw the large snake, four eyes staring fixedly on him as it tugged the hapless pachirisu alongside 

itself. When his body reached the segmented, claw-like limbs about halfway down, they shot into 

motion. Narelis’ spinnerets palping the webbing together as he started to swiftly wrap his victim. 

 

“Another monster!? G-get off me!” The pachirisu wailed, trying to kick and punch. The 

snake’s body squished around the impact and he hissed in irritation but it wasn’t exactly painful 

taking blows from the weak, disadvantaged creature.  

 

“I’m sure you’d like me to, but I can’t do that. I’ve got a contest to win, and what could be 

more valuable than something that escaped her webs?” The voice rasped out. “This is why I 

don’t leave traps, all that wasted energy building them and then you risk prey struggling loose. 

Up close, personal, that’s the thrill of it!”  

 

He started spinning Radasus on that proclamation, too rapidly for the smaller creature to 

do anything to impede the predator as a simple round cocoon was built in a methodical and 

pragmatic speed. The claws dropped Radasus when his body was trapped, arms stiff at his side, 

fingers and the tips of his feet left twitching uselessly in the sticky mass.  

 

“Let me out! You don’t understand I’ve got to save my friend!” He pleaded loudly, hoping 

it might even bring back the spider-deer and form some new conflict he could exploit.  

 

Unlike Kumoka, the snake wasn’t in any hurry to gag him, enjoying his cries as his long 

body slipped under and then over the bundle at a leisurely speed. Radasus squirming in 



 

desperation as the scales bunched up and the coils folded closely over his tiny frame. “Let you 

out? But I’ve only just begun.” He taunted back. “Your friend hmm? I did notice the ‘widoe’ had 

been dragging something big, but I’m an honourable competitor you see. Besides, when I win 

the competition I’ll have full access to what she has, so aiding you would only remove my 

eventual reward.”  

 

Radasus was barely listening to him, gasping as the coils squeezed tight, kneading over 

his body and the cocoon both, not just to play with his prey but also to smooth the webbing out. 

The snake waited, but there was no further comment, the pachirisu scrunching up his face as he 

tried to wiggle. The snake brought his tail up to Radasus’ lips as he gasped again, and then the 

spinneret dipped in, forcing a wad of webbing inside the pachirisu's mouth, trailing as it went 

out and made a swift bundling loop over his head. Radasus eyes opened wide as the strange 

substance filled in behind his lips, but he swiftly shut his eyelids before the web reached them.  

 

“Such a delicate and small thing…” The snake mused, his tail finishing the build up of 

web that finished off an enclosing cocoon. The tail then coiled around that wrapped neck, 

compressing the webbing as it did, the snake showing off his power as he leaned close and 

whispered. “I could jerk my coils and snap those bones easily you know…” Rada stiffened up, not 

just at the threat, but the tight constriction to his throat made him have to wheeze for air, 

turning his attempted whimper into a sharp squeak. The webbing further obstructed his nostrils, 

though he was still able to draw some breath through them when Neralis stopped the crushing 

grip.  

 

 The snake dropped him, releasing that tight grip as he wove a second double layer, 

making the web wrap extra thick and stilling Radasus’ squirms until he could only wiggle like a 

worm himself. Neralis twisted his body when the pachirisu’s cocoon was doubled, sliding his 

scaled muscles underneath and wrapping with his body until was compressed entirely inside his 

spiraling form where he gave another assertive squeeze while moulding the cocoon to be 

seamless and secure. 

 

“Oh, what’s this… do my scales deceive me, or is that the soft prod of enjoyment I feel?” 

The snake laughed, the pressure very light but still undeniable what it was given its placement at 

the squirrely creature’s crotch. Radasus himself blushed and whined, his body betraying him by 

finding the tightness and treatment strangely alluring despite the peril. “Mmm, that’s enough 

playing and preparing, little morsel.” The predatory serpent said, pinning him to the floor still in 

the coils, but he unfurled enough of himself to reveal the foot-end of his bundled prey, his jaw 

unhinging as he slid over the top of the wrap. 

 

Radasus could feel the pressure around his legs and in desperation tried to renew his 

struggles. The web had been unbreakable enough, and so when the thick flesh of the squeezing 

throat was added on, he was forced to follow its slow dragging. The muscles undulating as they 

dragged him in deeper, when he was up to his hips inside the devouring maw the snake’s other 

coils let him go, and the pressure at his head showed it was eagerly and greedily pushing him in 



 

with the tail’s tip. There was no chance he could escape the frightening fate and he started to 

shout into the thick web-ball that blocked his mouth.  

 

Inch by inch the snake pulled him deeper. Having grown silent as he focused, he gave 

one taunting chuckle when the bones of Radasus’ shoulders went past his throat, only the head 

left sliding through his jaws. The snake tensed to revel in the shuddering struggles of his scared 

meal. When the last bit of webbing vanished, his tight throat shutting off the light to it, he 

brought his jaw back with a loud snap, to let the pachirisu know he was beyond saving himself. 

 

Having been unable to continue his taunts during that process he had to make up for 

them. Waiting a few more seconds for the cocooned bundle to be further down, he slid his head 

in pursuit of the prey, whispering through the thick walls of his body. “Yes, that’s it, down you go 

you sweet thing, you’re going to be an easy snack to work off, but don’t worry, it’ll take a while 

before you die, or even pass out, plenty of time for the web to break, so you can really enjoy my 

squeezing.”  

 

Rada couldn’t see or feel anything beyond the crushing muscles that compacted the soft 

thick web around him. The words were audible though just barely and he tried to cry in 

response, though his own sounds didn’t penetrate the webbing and body engulfing him. He felt a 

light impact as the snake started to slither away, the pachirisu inside him. Neralis pausing only 

to inspect the fallen belongings and then throw them into the woods with his tail, removing any 

chance that another rogue adventurer would find them.  

 

 

 

 

Diesel was still trapped in the pit, he’d scraped at the walls to try and carve hand holds 

out of the dirt, but they’d just caved in a mess of more soil. He’d sat down, having an irritated 

lunch as he tried to puzzle out what he could do, and was just finishing the meal when he heard 

something. He opened his mouth to call, but thought better of doing so immediately, waiting to 

tell if it was friendly or not. It didn’t leave him a choice however as a white doe popped her head 

into view.  

 

Relief flooded him, friendly after all, most likely. “Oh, hello!” She said, happily and 

chirpy. “You look in a bit of bother down there, friend!”  

 

He nodded and scratched the back of his head in embarrassment. “A little stuck, yeah, 

uh, could you help me out of this hole?”  

 

The deer nodded. “One second, sweetie, I’ve got something that can help!” She dipped 

out of view. Kumoka laughed inside, this was too easy, plus immensely lucky. The victim was not 

only near enough to her disguised size, but a cute vixen too! She let Diesel stew for a few minutes 



 

as she wound her web into a convincing looking rope, even making sure it wasn’t suspiciously 

sticky. “Okay! I’m throwing a rope, be careful!” She yelled out before dropping the strands.  

 

With relief he grabbed hold of the rope, about to climb it before it started rising, his 

rescuer pulling him up until he was at the edge, then taking his hand in hers and pulling him 

until his feet were on the ground. He sighed happily. “Oh, thank you, ma’am, I don’t know how 

to thank you! I’ve got a few things in my bag that I could offer.” He started, blushing when he 

realised she was quite naked, he snapped his eyes up to her face, then they widened further. 

From in the hole the extra eyes looked like markings, and he hadn’t even seen the sharp fangs. A 

creeping hint of suspicion and concern that this wasn’t just another explorer was crossing his 

mind, but the deer was quick. Her two arachnid arms shooting forward to the skirt and his 

leggings, the fine tips poking through as they weaved webbing into the fabric, snatching his 

knees together as fine threads tightened above and below them, as well as over the hem of his 

boots.  

 

Diesel tried to move, only to stumble at the now hobbling tightness and positioning of his 

modified attire. Using his fall to her advantage, Kumoka’s rescuing hands held on tightly to his 

arms, as her lowest set of arms grabbed the long rope she’d used. She brought it in front of him 

as she twisted him in the air, tugging his arms behind his back. The false rope was looped 

around Diesel’s torso and then over his wrists as his hands were pulled to their limits towards 

the small of his back. With him pinned below her she took her time cutting threads from the 

rope to weave into a harness-like arrangement, tying his torso more securely. “My my, you are a 

cute little thing, I could just eat you up.” She teased, whispering and then giggling.  

 

“G-get off me! You’re one of the forests monsters! How could you-? My charms-!” He 

said, but he was pinned from kicking out with his legs by her weight, his struggles only slowing 

and delaying her steady application of web. 

 

“Oh those useless rocks? Darling thing, I’m a bit above your local animal or flower.” She 

said, sounding genuinely affectionate to a strange degree. She rubbed her fingers into his fur 

where his shirt had been tugged up slightly while her arachnid limbs took over. “So soft too, my 

you’re just adorable.”  

 

“What? Look, maybe we can come to an arrangement. I don’t know what you want but, I 

can always barter! My master’s a reputed wizard, and even though he’ll grumble and call me a 

stupid boy, he’ll pay a satisfactory ransom!” The fox tried to plead, Kumoka just proceeding until 

he got half through the last sentence.  

 

“Boy?” She asked, her fur poking hand brushing downward, finding the truth. “Oh my! 

That just makes you even more cuter, you like all these frilly clothes then?”  

 

Despite the capture this creature was trying to small talk with him? Normally he’d have 

been shouting but something about the way she seemed attracted to him made him think he 



 

could use his silver tongue to get loose. “W-well, not exactly, he makes me wear them, the 

wizard. And-” 

 

She nodded. “I’d love to see his wardrobe, they suit you very well you know.” She’d 

climbed off him and as if to test, she poked her limbs through the web around the jacket he was 

wearing, slicing it out while being sure to rebind as soon as she was done.  

 

Feeling it being taken regardless he swiftly tried to pretend he was being generous. “You 

can have the jacket if you like, Ma’am!” Though she was already pulling it on, it did fit her very 

well, in fact.  

 

“Oh, how wonderful, come come, let’s be back by nightfall.” She tugged on his harness by 

leashing some strings of web around her hand. But she was pulling in the wrong direction… 

towards the forest’s heart.  

 

“Uh, Ma’am the wizard’s home is back this way!” he said, pulling with his body. She 

turned to him, and tilted his head, her hands coming up full of web that she smeared over the 

top of his muzzle, reducing him to wordless protests. 

 

“Come along now, you’ll find the more my patience is tested the more you pay for it.” she 

replied without humour, giving a harsh tug. He fell again as he resisted, thanks in no small part 

to the weave at his legs. She picked him up swiftly again and put him back on his feet. “Trip over 

once more and I’ll just drag you back. Even if it means ruining what’s left of your clothing.” The 

iron in her voice showed she wasn’t kidding. Thinking obedience was the better path, at least 

until he knew what she wanted from him, he tried to follow, having to shuffle his feet and hop 

the small amount he could to get over roots and stones that poked through the floor. Blessedly 

she waited for him on some, and hoisted him over others, seemingly warmed by his more 

obedient pace.  

 

He was led for a while deeper into the woods, eventually reaching a border, marked 

clearly with highly visible crossed webs between the trees, almost like a boundary marking fence 

as they went toward Kumoka’s home. As they crossed a gap in the trees he was greeted with a 

semi-circular clearing, a few plants cultivated inside it showing off more of the spider-deer’s 

relatively civilised approach to life.  

 

She tugged him closer to her side, wrapping the humanoid arm and both arachnoid ones 

around him, then climbing up a discrete set of web lined rocks, sticky enough that any intruder 

would be trapped, but she could easily bypass it. They crossed the ledge that marked the cavern 

entrance, and she stayed silent so that Diesel could take in the sight.  

 

The fox instinctively tried to run away at what he saw, the walls of the cave were lined 

with bound creatures, some animal others anthro furs. While some were obscured in trapping 

cocoons, others were wrapped into twisted positions, displayed as ornaments as one might for 



 

art or dangled from the ceiling, helplessly. Those who had an eye or two unwrapped started to 

move and whine. Their complaints distressing those who were blinded by webs. Diesel’s hesitant 

drawing back got nowhere of course, and merely made Kumoka tighten her grip on him, 

dragging him through to a seperate cavern. His heart skipped a beat in shock when he rounded 

the corner and saw the giant roaring dragon, reflexively fearing its bite until he realised it was a 

statue containing the unfortunate white dragon, who looked between the two of them with 

scared eyes. Kumoka ignored the living sculpture, carrying on to a rear chamber. This one had 

no creatures bound inside, instead it was obviously her private room, furniture and supplies 

arranged where they needed to be. She pushed him so his back was against the wall and then 

spread another helping of webs over the harness to pin him there.  

 

“Oh dear, despite my care, now I look at them, those garments really are just too worn 

and filthy.” With him stuck down unable to stop her, she started to undress him, pulling off his 

boots and leggings along with the skirt too, bearing him from the navel down. He blushed 

further, shaking his head to persuade her to stop, but she just leant against him, her tipped 

fingers brushing his body teasingly. “I think you’re almost exactly my size, at least, when 

disguised.” She rubbed over his crotch after that though, a feather light touch. “Though with 

some differences, which I’m sure won’t matter all that much.”  

 

Kumoka suddenly pulled him into a half-hug. Pressing chest to chest to test for herself 

how similar their builds were, she also took a moment to grope his rump in her hands before she 

slid her claws under his shirt, slicing the fabric off.  Being naked and exposed in front of a 

woman, even one who was abnormal in many ways was still profoundly humiliating to the fox, 

and he shut his eyes in shame when she slid the scraps off his shoulders. Able to part her own 

webs as if they were nothing, she dragged his arms down behind his back before starting to whip 

up some webbing. Leaving him no options she started at his neck and went downwards, covering 

his shoulders and torso in sticky and malleable webs, setting him squirming at the feeling of 

sticky tightness.  

 

She carried on down, spreading web over his hips, bundling up his tail, and covering him 

up smoothly, the soft webs compressing his manhood in a sensual way. His legs she kept split 

up, wrapping them individually, though completely, in more webbing. Anchoring his feet to the 

floor by more strands she plucked him off the wall and dangled him from the roof by more 

threads at his shoulders. “There, that will hold you.” She said, letting go at last. 

 

The spider-deer moved to a wooden wardrobe, pulling open the door as she drifted her 

hands over the clothing inside. “Now, you said you were a mage’s apprentice if I recall right… oh, 

yes, this should do for you.” Digging out some clothing of her own. First a sleeveless pink 

summer dress, then a pair of black bike shorts, some long white stockings and some dainty 

heeled shoes with a ribbon motif at their sides.  

 

“Well, it’s the best I’ve got for now, but I’ll find something more fitting later.” She said 

ominously. Moving back and sliding the shorts up his legs, they clung tight to his skin even 



 

through the webbing. The soft fabric teasing his nether regions further by squashing the silk 

down around him. Next came the stockings and shoes, the ribbon-like laces folded half way up 

his shins before tied in a bow.  

 

Moving him toward her, she slid the dress over his head and zipped it shut underneath 

his arms, further squashing the webs encasing his chest. When that was completed, she admired 

her work, taking a femmy fox and turning him into a mannequin for her amusement. “Yes, I 

think you’ll look good showing off my outfits from now on, I’m sure you must love them given 

how little fuss was made when out of your wizard’s sight.”  

 

He squirmed and huffed, trying to stretch his arms, dressed so humiliatingly in such 

pretty colours. “Now, I must be off darling, do keep those skirts warm while I’m gone.” She said, 

teasing him again.  

 

As she walked out, he put his all into trying to stretch the webs off him. Straining his legs, 

he nearly brought them together, but then they pinged back on the webs’ elastic limits to the 

stretched pose. He ground his jaws slightly to try and ignore the way his motions stretched the 

tight feeling at his bulge. Still kicking and pulling when he could, though the web over his upper 

body was like a mix between a fabric sack and an armbinder, too tight for him to adjust, and too 

bouncy and soft for him to try and stretch or work loose. Indeed, all the resistance he put had a 

highly undesirable effect for the fox, which he discovered when he tried to touch his legs again. 

They didn’t get anywhere near as close as last time. Every desperate squirm only served to bind 

the webs tighter and more securely.  

 

With a defeated wail he let his head droop forward, stuck here, having to wait until she 

returned, and hope that holding still would stop his excitement encouraging him to struggle 

even more. 

 

 

 

 

Kumoka had returned to the glade she’d found the dragon, but there was no sign of the 

small furred companion he’d kept. Eventually she found the broken bough, and traced it to 

where the pachirisu had gotten it off. Noting the weird stain of broken down webs on the floor 

with a curious eye. Irritated though she was that one of her prey had fled, she was still trying to 

puzzle out how, missing the fallen plant, she stormed away. She hoped that Narelis had fared 

worse than she had, but it seemed it was a quiet day for the woods in general. With the sun 

dropping, she headed home to prepare her displays, admitting a tiny fluttering of concern that 

she might not win this after all.  

  

 

 



 

. The two predators gathered in the evening, staring each other down. Kumoka grinning as 

she sat on the thickly cocooned dragon. Having taken him down from the solid display that had 

held him for several hours to present him. “It’s obvious that I win, snake, you’ve never taken 

down anything as large as this. Why, you’d not be able to swallow it, so I doubt you have any big 

surprises hiding in your gut.” She gloated, rubbing her hand over the lump of web that hid 

Gravitas’ head.  

 

“A dragon no less, though curiously made of rubber.” The snake sneered. “Size isn’t all, 

though, doe. There’d be no benefit eating him, and from what I hear he barely even struggled, 

hardly a ‘winning prize.’ As you seem to think.” 

 

She snorted, pointing a hand at him. “Then by all means, show me what is, if you even 

caught anything at all.”  

 

He grinned as he unfurled his coils, showing the small lump in his body, the size of it 

making the spider-deer concerned. “Well, I reckon this will interest you quite a bit when I reveal 

it.” He said, ducking his head politely out of sight as he worked his coils in reverse, slowly 

bringing the bulge back to his lips. Radasus had fallen unconscious from the hours of being 

constantly squashed and squeezed and so the dripping bundle that the snake expelled didn’t stir.  

 

A lot of the webbing had dissolved over the time he was stuffed in the snake’s body, his 

matted fur poking through enough to show the woman that her fears were well founded. The 

snake sensed this in her expression too. “You recognise this one, yes? He was trapped in one of 

your webs and yet broke out? I thought that was impossible, oh clever trap-layer.” He said with a 

happy hissing chuckle. “Agile, resistant, and clever at escaping. Versus a large, easily-trapped 

dragon that probably wandered right into your snares.”  

 

The deer-hybrid leaned closer, her curiosity piqued despite that worry. “It means little if 

you can’t prove how he escaped, as it was probably just bad luck.” The snake had made sure to 

recover the flask and stash it nearby, shooting his web off to snag it without looking. He towed it 

in slowly, holding the spider-deer’s gaze.  

 

“This is your answer, acidic remnants from those plants in the eastern reaches. They 

seem to dissolve your puny webs, and yet mine remain strong despite their touch.”  

 

She cursed, but she still had one more trick up her sleeve, reaching down behind her she 

lifted a folded package and threw it between them like a piece of baggage. The unfortunate fox 

giving a soft ‘oof’ into the webs that had been fleshed out to form a more shapely and tighter 

muzzle.  Diesel had succeeded only in tightening the webs on him while she’d been go so much 

they were like a second skin. Kumoka had bent him forward, binding the webs over his hands to 

his ankles to drag him into a tight hogtie, and so he could only twitch. 

 



 

The snake scoffed. “A fox? That’s your offering? Might as well concede and leave then, 

Kumoka.” She shook her head in response to the taunt and spilled the contents of Diesel’s 

satchel out. 

 

The snake hissed as one of the charms bounced closer, feeling it’s oppressive 

enchantment. The deer using it to her advantage in stepping right on it, showing how ineffective 

it  was to her. “A wizard’s apprentice, Narelis. To have earned such a spot one would have 

exceptional intelligence, and yet here this one is, bagged up and shamed without so much as a 

fight.” With the fox unable to contest her recounting of events, she didn’t feel a need to tell the 

snake he’d been mostly willing too.  

 

He tried to argue in response, but with this fresh advantage the deer had seized 

momentum and held it, even when the snake ran out of arguments and  seemed to be on the 

verge of violence. The conflict was averted due to Radasus’s resuscitation. He had woken in 

confusion, struggling and, due to the weakened webs, liable to get out. Both predators feeling an 

instinctive need to prevent the escape, they pounced forward. When he’d been covered thicker 

than before in webs, the fire of their earlier conflict had guttered out.  

 

Narelis was loathe to admit it, but to both their eyes, he had lost this challenge. The 

arrogance had seeped from him at the realisation, and he sighed bitterly. “Damn you woman, 

then it’s decided, I will have to find another land.” 

 

“No threats for me to watch myself? Or statements that this isn’t over?” She inquired, 

cautiously.  

 

“I will honour our deal, even though it sickens me to have lost. But I suppose there will 

be somewhere unprepared for me with plentiful prey.” He turned away looking to the treeline. 

 

They’d never truly been enemies, bickering neighbours and rivals, and his willingness to 

accept the deal softened Kumoka’s outlook, she slid off the dragon she was perched on, lifting 

the wiggling pachirisu in her hands. “Here, Neralis, I know we said the winner takes all, but you 

caught this thing that could well have ruined my lair, and you’ll need a snack for the road.”  

 

Radasus squirmed and whined loudly, he was just to be given away like a consolation 

prize? Narelis stopped, looking back before he bobbed his head. “I would be remiss to deny such 

an offer. Farewell, widoe.” He attached a tether of web to the pachirisu and squirmed off into the 

forest, dragging him in tow to consume later.  

 

Kumoka lowered in a crouch as she watched him go, brushing her hands along the fox 

and the dragon’s heads. “How lucky you both are, rather than being digested by a snake you get 

to live with someone who’ll look after you for all your days... Come my trophies, let’s set you up 

well.”  

 



 

 

 

An hour later in a secluded grove at the edge of the woods, Narelis coiled around the still 

softly squirming cocoon. “Still awake? Hmm, I wonder how it must feel, trapped inside webs for 

the better part of a day, I wonder if you think you dodged your fate?”  

 

“Mmmh?!” Radasus tried to inquire, his mouth still full of webs. The snake just laughed, 

“You should feel lucky, rather than spending the rest of your days in some bizarre looking 

arrangement, you’ll be kept safe and warm inside my belly. Don’t worry, I still feel bound by my 

promise to Kumoka, I won’t digest you. However her webbing is quite nutritious, and I do need a 

snack. Plus, you might have found how to destroy hers, but there’s no easy way to get my own 

webbing off you.” Radasus tried asking further questions. Not fully understanding the snake. He 

was going to spare him though, right? ”Don’t worry, it won’t hurt, and no matter how far you go 

I can stop you and bring you back out. In fact other prey have even moaned in bliss from the 

sensation once you get past my belly, think of it as something to look forward to.” 

 

He stopped speaking then as he brought his head round, sliding over Radasus’ feet again. 

That same slow draw before he swallowed and snapped loudly in appreciation. 

 

Back inside the fleshy confines it felt even closer and hotter than before, due to the 

thicker webbing. Radasus groaned as he felt the body rubbing against the webbing, having to go 

through this feeling once again! He was dimly aware of additional pressure as the snake’s tail 

rubbed along the bulge, as if nursing him, the voice far away as it whispered through that 

muscled flesh. “Ahh, and it’ll be much nicer for me too, now I don’t have to hold you in my 

throat for inspection. You’ll be feeling my hugs for weeks yet, so you may need to squirm, just so 

I don’t forget you’re in there...” He let out a sinister laugh. Kumoka wouldn’t mind him staying 

till morning to savour the slow drag, and then he could slither on with the bulging mass in tow 

to find new grounds to hunt in. 

 

 

  

 Days had turned to weeks in the spider-deer’s lair. For the first while she’d trapped 

Gravitas in the rock hard webbing and used Diesel only as her mannequin, working on eroding 

their wills. The spider-deer would take all her captives out for exercise every now and then to 

keep them healthy, and as such there was always an excuse for her to adjust them in a new and 

exciting way. Gravitas she drained for energy almost daily, and as his supply of energy was more 

than enough to suit her, she let some of the more ‘boring’ prey go, further cementing the idea 

that the dragon wouldn’t leave.  

 

Diesel she would bend onto his hands and knees and then wrap the limbs, taking him out 

for his exercise in a pet-like posture. Saying a full bodied exercise was needed to make up for his 

otherwise immobile existence.  

 



 

She started to grow more attached to them both, gaining sentiment for them, though 

never enough to treat them as the people they were. She found she enjoyed the feel of Gravitas’ 

rubber hide, and so she would leave his chest or belly exposed, never anything that would let 

him squirm though, and took to rigging him up as a bed, rubbing his body and sometimes even 

cuddling it as one might a soft toy. Despite his hopeless attempts to plead with her, he was too 

valuable now for her to dispense with.  

 

When Gravitas started to become her useful furniture, Diesel filled the role of decorative 

piece in the dragon’s place, invariably wearing feminising clothing or simply nothing at all.  

 

She’d tease and humiliate him even between clothing swaps, perhaps even giving him 

relief with her hands or mouth, and as more weeks went by he became pliant enough that she no 

longer felt she had to have him anchored at all hours. Instead constructing a web-sealed cell in 

which he was left unbound, but always adorably clothed.  

 

As a wizard’s apprentice, she thought it a beautiful irony to dress the cute fox up like a 

typical “magical girl“ and so, when she accumulated enough money, both from selling his 

belongings and from rewards gleaned from other foolish adventurers who entered the forest she 

went to the nearby city, intent on finding something better.  

 

Settling on a lavish pink dress with a dainty, if somewhat crushing corset, cute gloves, 

boots and stockings, all bearing lacy frills, and poofy white shorts to hide his waist, she 

presented it to him as a reward. In a moment of self reflection, Diesel even came to find he 

enjoyed it both the outfit and the feelings of embarrassment too, since the deer seemed to 

genuinely think he looked cute in the clothes, where his old master leered obscenely.  

 

And so Kumoka kept them. One as a house pet, and the other as her furniture and energy 

supply. She might one day release them, if she ever grew bored or captured something better, 

but that would be a way in the future, and the spider-deer had a lot of patience and time to wait. 


